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Inertial focusing in triangular microchannels with various apex angles 
Abstract 
We consider inertial focusing of particles in channels with triangular cross sections. The number and the 
location of inertial focusing positions in isosceles triangular channels can change with varying blockage 
ratios (a/H) and Reynolds numbers (Re). In triangular channels, asymmetric velocity gradient induced by 
the sloped sidewalls leads to changes in the direction and the strength of the inertial lift forces. Therefore, 
varying the configuration (specifically, angle) of the triangular cross section is expected to lead to a better 
understanding of the nature of the inertial lift forces. We fabricated triangular microchannels with various 
apex angles using channel molds that were shaped by a planing process, which provides precise apex 
angles and sharp corners. The focusing position shift was found to be affected by the channel cross 
section, as expected. It was determined that the direction of the focusing position shift can be reversed 
depending on whether the vertex is acute or obtuse. More interestingly, corner focusing modes and 
splitting of the corner focusing were observed with increasing Re, which could explain the origin of the 
inertial focusing position changes in triangular channels. We conducted fluid dynamic simulations to 
create force maps under various conditions. These force maps were analyzed to identify the basins of 
attraction of various attractors and pinpoint focusing locations using linear stability analysis. Calculating 
the relative sizes of the basins of attractions and exhaustively identifying the focusing positions, which 
are very difficult to investigate experimentally, provided us a better understanding of trends in the 
focusing mechanism. 
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ABSTRACT
We consider inertial focusing of particles in channels with triangular cross sections. The number and the location of inertial focusing
positions in isosceles triangular channels can change with varying blockage ratios (a/H) and Reynolds numbers (Re). In triangular channels,
asymmetric velocity gradient induced by the sloped sidewalls leads to changes in the direction and the strength of the inertial lift forces.
Therefore, varying the configuration (specifically, angle) of the triangular cross section is expected to lead to a better understanding of the
nature of the inertial lift forces. We fabricated triangular microchannels with various apex angles using channel molds that were shaped by a
planing process, which provides precise apex angles and sharp corners. The focusing position shift was found to be affected by the channel
cross section, as expected. It was determined that the direction of the focusing position shift can be reversed depending on whether the
vertex is acute or obtuse. More interestingly, corner focusing modes and splitting of the corner focusing were observed with increasing Re,
which could explain the origin of the inertial focusing position changes in triangular channels. We conducted fluid dynamic simulations to
create force maps under various conditions. These force maps were analyzed to identify the basins of attraction of various attractors and
pinpoint focusing locations using linear stability analysis. Calculating the relative sizes of the basins of attractions and exhaustively identify-
ing the focusing positions, which are very difficult to investigate experimentally, provided us a better understanding of trends in the focusing
mechanism.
Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5133640
INTRODUCTION
Studies of inertial microfluidics have received growing atten-
tion in the past decade as the importance of fluid inertia in the
physics of microfluidics has been recognized.1–6 Many interesting
inertial effects have been discovered with microfluidic flows at a
Reynolds number of ∼1 < Re <∼100. Within such flows, particles
are observed to migrate and focus into distinct equilibrium posi-
tions; this is called inertial focusing. Numerous studies have
revealed the underlying physical mechanism of inertial focusing
since its original discovery in 1961.7 Our current understanding is
that it is based on the balance of two major inertial lift forces: the
shear-gradient lift force and wall-effect lift force.8 The magnitude
of the lift forces depends on the size of the particle relative to the
channel dimension. Particularly, for microfluidic channels, the size
of the microparticles or cells is large enough; hence, the magnitude
of the inertial lift forces becomes highly efficient for manipulating
microparticles or cells.9 This behavior can be exploited for applica-
tions in diverse areas.10–13
The locations of the inertial focusing position depend on
various parameters, including Re,14 particle size,9 particle shape,15
and the cross-sectional shape of the channel.16 Inertial focusing
within microchannels with a rectangular cross section has been
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extensively studied.9,17 In rectangular channels, the changes in iner-
tial focusing positions induced by the aforementioned parameters
are relatively small. One exceptional case is the change with the
channel aspect ratio; four focusing positions in square channels
change to two focusing positions in rectangular channels with high
aspect ratios.17–19 Using these dramatic changes in focusing posi-
tions, it was shown that highly efficient particle separation20 and
fluid exchange processes were feasible.17,21 As these examples illus-
trated, altering the focusing positions allows novel and efficient
methods such as single cell analysis and cell separation for various
applications. Various methods to manipulate focusing positions
have been developed to realize these. In particular, the use of
secondary flows to shift inertial focusing positions has been
extensively studied. For example, spiral,22 serpentine,23 and
expansion–contraction channels24 can be used for highly efficient
cell separations because the differences in inertial focusing posi-
tions for different sized particles can be amplified in these systems.
The use of additional forces, including viscoelastic, acoustic, and
magnetic forces, is among the approaches suitable for altering
inertial focusing positions.25–28
The shape of the channel cross section has also been recently
recognized as a convenient parameter for altering inertial focusing
positions as suggested by various fabrication methods.29–31 Studies
of inertial focusing in microchannels with non-rectangular cross
sections have suggested that varying the channel cross section
shape allows control of the magnitudes and directions of the iner-
tial lift forces, thereby providing powerful ways to alter the inertial
focusing positions.16,30–34 For example, the sloped sidewalls and
ensuing (top–bottom) asymmetric velocity gradient of a triangular
channel lead to variations in the direction and the strength of the
inertial lift forces. As a result, many interesting variations of the
inertial focusing positions have been found in triangular channels,
which led to applications in various fields.16,31–34 Inertial focusing
in channels with an equilateral right triangular cross section has
been thoroughly investigated, with varying Re and particle size.
Normally in triangular channels, particles are focused at the top
and bottom focusing positions. However, the top focusing positions(s),
which are influenced by the wall-effect lift forces of the two adjacent
sidewalls, have shown large variations depending on Re and particle
size. While relatively small particles are focused at the two face
focusing positions near the faces of the sidewalls, relatively large par-
ticles are focused at a single corner focusing position near the apex.
The top corner focusing position for relatively larger particles may
also split into two side focusing positions, and shift away from the
apex along the sidewalls, with increasing Re. The onset Re of the
splitting is strongly dependent on the particle size, which can lead
to highly efficient size-based microparticle separation.
The splitting and shifting of the top focusing position in trian-
gular channels are believed to be determined by the balance of the
shear-gradient lift force and the wall-effect lift forces from the side-
walls. It is expected that the directions and magnitude of the inertial
lift forces can be readily controlled by the angles of the triangular
channels. In this study, we numerically and experimentally investi-
gated inertial focusing in triangular channels with various apex
angles (45°, 60°, 90°, and 120°). The alteration of basins of attractions
and changes in the corresponding focusing positions with varying Re
and particle size was observed, revealing that inertial focusing posi-
tions are strongly dependent on the apex angles.
EXPERIMENTAL
Fabrication of triangular channel
A planing process was used to fabricate the channel molds
from a bulk metal piece (Fig. S1 in the supplementary material).
Workpieces made of brass were scraped with diamond cutting tools
with a V-shaped edge and a specific angle. The angles of the trian-
gular grooves on the workpiece were determined by the diamond
cutting tools. The size, or depth, of the grooves is easily controlled
by adjusting the cutting depth. In a previous study, we fabricated
triangular channels with isosceles right triangle cross sections, using
the planing process.32 Furthermore, we showed that microchannels
could be produced not only with exact angles but also with clean sur-
faces and sharp corners, and they are generally superior to the chan-
nels fabricated by other methods.29,33,35,36 In the present research, we
fabricated triangular channels with 45°, 60°, and 120° apex angles
and various depths (Fig. 1). After the brass master molds were made
with the planing processes, PDMS (Polydimethylsiloxane) replica
molds were fabricated by conventional soft lithography techniques
and used to make the PDMS channels.
Experimental setup and measurement
Although the difference in density between the particle and
fluid is known to have little effect on inertial focusing, the densities
of the fluid and microparticles were matched as a precaution to
observe the motion of neutrally buoyant particles. NaCl was added
to the particle suspension to match the fluid density to 1.03 g/cm3,
which is the density of the polystyrene particles (Micromer). In
addition, Tween 20 [1% (v/v), Sigma-Aldrich] was added to prevent
particle aggregation. We used low particle concentration for the
particles focus at additional focusing positions formed by particle–
particle interactions at high volume fraction.37,38 The volume fraction
was 4.9 × 10−4 for 10 μm, 1.6 × 10−3 for 15 μm, and 3.9 × 10−3 for
20 μm diameter particles.
We investigated inertial focusing in a wide range of conditions
by changing the angle, Reynolds number, and blockage ratio (k).
Table S1 in the supplementary material summarizes the conditions
for the experiments and the numerical simulations. The particle
FIG. 1. The cross-sectional images of
PDMS channels replicated from metal-
lic molds that were machined by the
planing process (scale bar 50 μm).
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suspension was injected while controlling the volumetric flow rate
with a syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus, PHD ULTRA CP syringe
pump). By adjusting the volumetric flow rate, we changed Re from
20 to 140 in 20 intervals. Re was defined as Re ¼ ρUHμ , where H is the
hydraulic diameter, ρ and μ are the density and dynamic viscosity of
the fluid, respectively, and U is the average velocity of the fluid. We
observed particle dynamics from top and side views of the channel
near the outlet using an optical microscope (Nikon Eclipse Ti-U)
equipped with a high-speed camera (Phantom v7.3). Inertial
focusing in triangular channels needs ∼2 cm for efficient focusing
with Re = 15–100.39 We used the various triangular channels with
a length of 3.5 cm, and the observation of focusing position was
conducted near the outlet of the channels. We defined the coordi-
nate system as follows: x axis in the flow direction, y axis in the
width (w) direction, and z axis in the height (h) direction (Fig. S2
in the supplementary material). We confirmed that the blockage
ratio k (k = a/H, a = particle diameter and H = hydraulic diameter)
resulted in the same nondimensional focusing positions in the
cross section (y/w, z/h) in a previous study.32 Again, to confirm
that k would be a fairly good representative parameter for inertial
focusing in triangular channels, various k values were tested with
various combinations of particle sizes and microchannel dimen-
sions. No significant differences in focusing positions were found
for the same k conditions.
Numerical simulation
We use the approach of “constrained simulations” to construct
cross-sectional force maps of the particle lifts. This approach has
been widely used in inertial migration studies to examine focusing
points from cross-sectional force maps of the lifts.9 This allows us
to employ a steady-state fluid–structure interaction-based solver
since we are not interested in the transient behavior of the particle.
Rather our focus here is to find locations in the cross section where
the particle streamwise drag and net torque = 0. For any given
channel shape, Re, and k, we sampled the cross section for various
particle locations, where we calculate lift forces on the particle by
numerically integrating the fluid stresses on the particle. At each
particle location, we solved the Navier–Stokes equations for fluid
velocity and pressure along with particle streamwise velocity up and
angular velocity ωp by requiring that the streamwise drag and
torque on the particle should vanish. The remaining force compo-
nents, namely, the cross-sectional lifts, were computed at these
particle velocities and indicated the tendency of the particle to
equilibrate. This process was repeated for all of the sampled loca-
tions, and the net forces on the particles at these locations were
collectively obtained as a force map. As detailed in our previous
work,40 we checked for the equilibrium points (zeros) of these
forces. Once an equilibrium point was found, we represented the
particle motion around that point as a 4 × 4 linearized dynamical
system in terms of the net lifts in both directions (y and z). The
nature of the equilibrium point was found by inspecting the eigen-
values of the stability matrix of this system. All negative real parts
indicated that it was a stable point, while even one positive real
part meant that it was an unstable point and, hence, not a focusing
location.
We used a finite element code based on a stabilized formulation
of the 3D stationary, incompressible, Navier–Stokes equations,
namely, the Streamline Upwind Petrov–Galerkin/Pressure Stabilized
Petrov–Galerkin (SUPG/PSPG) method.41 The equations are solved
on a boundary-fitted mesh, and the simulations are performed in an
inertial translating reference frame attached to the particle (moving
at the equilibrium streamwise velocity, up). No-slip conditions are
imposed on the particle surface. The walls are set to translate back-
ward (at a velocity, up), and fully developed velocities (−up) are
imposed at the inlet and outlet (the inlet and outlet are sufficiently
distant from the particle). The particle was allowed to rotate at an
angular velocity, ωp. The net forces on the particle are evaluated as a
surface integral of the pressure and viscous forces, which takes into
account all force components present in inertial flows (such as shear-
gradient lift, wall lift, etc.). The following equation is used to
compute net forces (F represents forces, P is the pressure, u is the










Inertial focusing in 60° triangular channels
First, we investigated inertial focusing in 60° triangular
channels. The 60° triangular channels have the highest degree of
symmetry among all triangular channels. We experimentally and
numerically investigated changes in the inertial focusing positions
with k = 0.27 [Figs. 2(a) and 2(c)] and 0.43 [Figs. 2(b) and 2(d)].
The specific experimental conditions were as follows: for k = 0.27,
(a, w, h) = (10 μm, 65 μm, 56 μm) and for k = 0.43, (a, w, h) = (15 μm,
60 μm, 52 μm). The particle positions from the top view and the
side view of the channel were measured 3.5 cm downstream from
the inlet. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the normalized statistical
distributions of the measured particle positions. The particle
count, n, was 1000, and the bin size was 1 μm. P represents the
normalized count.
Multiple peaks were prominently observed in the statistics, rep-
resenting the inertial focusing positions. The peak positions are
plotted as a function of Re in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). The error bars rep-
resent the standard deviations of the particle positions within each
peak. Representative high-speed capture images of the particles are
shown for each focusing position. For k = 0.27 [Figs. 2(a) and 2(c)],
the distribution of particle positions shows three peaks in the top
view and two peaks in the side view over the entire Re conditions.
This indicates three inertial focusing positions near the center of
each sidewall. Moreover, all of the peaks locations are almost identi-
cal for all Re conditions. This result confirms that the inertial focus-
ing positions do not shift along the sidewalls in the 60° triangular
channel. For k = 0.43, the particle position data look similar to the
case of k = 0.27, except when Re = 20 [Figs. 2(b) and 2(d)]. At
Re = 20, two additional peaks near y/w = ±0.18 were observed in the
top view and another peak near z/h = 0.58 was observed in the side
view. In the high-speed capture images, particles are shown at differ-
ent focusing positions. The images of the particles look different
when they are at different z-height. Interestingly, two different
groups of images were observed for the particles focused near
Biomicrofluidics ARTICLE scitation.org/journal/bmf
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FIG. 2. Inertial focusing in 60° triangular channels with varying Re at k = 0.27 and k = 0.43. (a) and (b) The statistics of the particle positions (n = 1000) measured from
the top view and side view. (c) and (d) The change in peak positions (i.e., focusing position) with varying Re obtained from (a) and (b). The high-speed images show the
particles located at corresponding peak positions. (e) The numerical simulation of the lift forces in one third of the cross section (due to symmetry considerations) for condi-
tions of (k = 0.27, Re = 20) and (k = 0.43, Re = 20, 40, 60, 80, 100). Red circles and black dots indicate the inertial focusing positions. Red circles are drawn as a scale of
particle size, and black dots represent the pinpoint focusing locations. The individual basin of attraction that leads to each focusing position is shown in different colors on
the right: green for top corner, red for top face, brown for bottom corner, and pink/orange/yellow for miscellaneous points.
Biomicrofluidics ARTICLE scitation.org/journal/bmf
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y/w = 0. Side view images also suggest that there were more than one
focusing positions along the bottom wall. The confocal microscopy
images also support the analysis of the high-speed images (Fig. S3a
in the supplementary material).
These observations suggest that there are stable focusing posi-
tions at each channel face and corner. We designated the focusing
positions near the vertices of the triangle “corner focusing” and
focusing positions near the center of the faces of the triangle “face
focusing.” The detailed name of focusing positions was described
in Fig. S4 in the supplementary material. At Re = 20 for large k, the
peaks in the statistics of the particle position suggested three corner
focusing positions near every vertex in addition to the three face
focusing positions. The corner focusing peaks disappeared and
only the peaks for face focusing could be observed when Re > 40.
Furthermore, no shift in peaks was observed.
The experimental results were confirmed by numerical simu-
lations [Fig. 2(e)]. The numerical simulations were conducted for
1/3 of the entire cross section [Fig. 2(e)] due to 120° rotational
symmetry. The force map allows us to divide the cross section into
several basins of attraction, which contain one focusing position.
The area of basins of attraction is closely related to the probability
that particles will be found at the corresponding focusing position.
In fact, some of the stable equilibrium positions in the force map
did not appear as focusing positions in the experimental results.
This is possibly if little particles are initially released in that partic-
ular basin of attraction with small area.
For k = 0.27, only three face focusing positions were found in
the simulation results, regardless of Re, which agreed with the
experimental results. The force map for Re = 20 and k = 0.27 is
shown in Fig. 2(e). In contrast, the transition from dominant corner
focusing to dominant face focusing was observed for k = 0.43 across
Re = 20–100. Stable equilibrium positions were found at the locations
that corresponded to all three corner focusing positions and three
face focusing positions at Re = 20. In the meanwhile, the area of the
basins of attraction changed with Re. The basins of attraction corre-
sponding to corner focusing became narrower with increasing
Re, while the basins of attraction for face focusing became larger
[Fig. 2(e)]. For instance, corner focusing was still observed at
Re = 100 for k = 0.43 even though the corresponding basins of attrac-
tion were negligibly small. Note that the possibility of finding parti-
cles at a focusing position is also dependent on the volumetric flow
rate within the corresponding basin of attraction. In other words, a
basin of attraction occupying the area near a corner would attract rel-
atively fewer particles to the corresponding focusing position, which
could explain why the corner focusing was only observed at Re = 20
in the experimental results.
The face focusing positions, interestingly, appeared as
clouds of focusing positions at relatively low Re (Re = 20 and 40).
Considering that the distances between the individual focusing
positions are fairly small compared to the particle size, the cloud
of focusing positions may be seen as a single broad peak in the
experiment. However, the side view peak for the face focusing at
Re = 40 was as sharp as the peaks at Re > 40, suggesting some
discrepancy between simulation and experimental results over
Re where the transition occurs. The cloud of focusing positions
became a single focusing position with a larger basin of attrac-
tion as Re increased. In the experiment, merging of the face
focusing position seemed to occur at a lower Re than in the
simulation.
Inertial focusing in 45° triangular channels
We experimentally and numerically investigated inertial focus-
ing with k = 0.24 and 0.45 while varying Re. A planing process
enabled us to fabricate triangular channels with sharp corners,
which provided proper experiment conditions even for an apex
angle of 45°. The specific experimental conditions were as follows:
for k = 0.24, (a, w, h) = (10 μm, 61 μm, 74 μm) and for k = 0.45,
(a, w, h) = (15 μm, 50 μm, 61 μm). For k = 0.24, the statistics of the
particle positions showed three peaks in the top view and two
peaks in the side view over the entire Re range, which indicated
three face focusing positions [Fig. 3(a)]. These focusing positions
could also be confirmed from confocal microscopy (Fig. S3b, left in
the supplementary material). The peak positions are plotted as a
function of Re in Fig. 3(c). At Re = 20, the peak for the bottom
focusing position is hardly distinguishable in the top view, while it
is relatively sharp in the side view. We have identified the broad
peaks with red color to distinguish them from other peaks that
could be identified clearly (P = 0.01∼0.03 red, P > 0.03 blue). The
peak positions in the top view barely changed with Re; however,
the peak positions corresponding to the top face focusing shifted
slightly toward the apex in the side view with increasing Re. For
k = 0.45 [Fig. 3(b)], only two side peaks can be observed in the top
view and one peak can be observed in the side view at relatively low
Re, which correspond to top face focusing positions. It was also
confirmed from confocal microscopy that only two top face focus-
ing positions were occupied in a large k and low Re condition
(Fig. S3b, right in the supplementary material). The middle peak
that corresponds to bottom face focusing becomes identifiable
when Re≥ 80 in the top view and Re≥ 60 in the side view.
Figure S5 in the supplementary material shows the enlarged parti-
cle distribution for the peak for the bottom face focusing in the
side view. These results indicate that two face focusing positions
near sidewalls are stable, while the unstable bottom focusing posi-
tions become stable at high Re. A similar trend is known for
high-aspect-ratio rectangular channels.1,42 The peak shift for the
top focusing position is larger than k = 0.24, and its direction is
toward the apex with increasing Re [Fig. 3(d)].
In the side view data for Re = 20 with k = 0.45, an extra peak
was found at an unexpected position, z/h ∼ 0.42. We analyzed the
data further in detail from individual capture images. Interestingly,
the particles found at this point only appear as pairs, with particles
focused at the top face focusing position on opposite sides (see
Fig. S6 in the supplementary material). We used fairly low particle
concentration to minimize the focusing position developed by the
particle–particle interaction. However, the speed of particle differs at
the different cross-sectional positions, and self-assembled pairs of
particles can be found with a relatively large probability.42 We
checked the location of these additional peaks in the cross section
(Fig. S6c in the supplementary material). The positions did not
match with any focusing positions observed in the other conditions.
Inter-particle interactions and the wall-particle interaction are known
to cause the self-assembly of inertially focused particles.35 We believe
that the additional inertial focusing positions were stabilized by
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FIG. 3. Inertial focusing in 45° triangular channels with varying Re with k = 0.24 and k = 0.45. (a) and (b) The statistics of the particle positions (n = 1000) measured from
the top view and side view. (c) and (d) The changes in inertial focusing positions with varying Re obtained from (a) and (b) and high-speed capture images of the
corresponding peak positions. (e) The numerical simulations of the lift forces in half of the channel cross section for the condition k = 0.45 with varying Re.
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pairwise inter-particle interaction, which would be an interesting
topic to study in the future.
Numerical simulation of the lift force was conducted for half
of the whole cross section [Fig. 3(e)], considering the mirror sym-
metry of an isosceles triangle. First, we checked the Re dependency
when k = 0.45. The simulation results and the experimental results
mostly agreed well but showed a slight yet noteworthy discrepancy.
First, top corner focusing was found in the simulation results. The
basin of attraction corresponding to this position was relatively
small and becomes narrower as Re increases. This focusing position
was not observed in the experiments, presumably due to how small
the basins of attraction are. In addition, the top corner focusing
position disappeared when Re≥ 150. No stable focusing position
was found near the top corner. Second, the bottom face focusing
position appeared when Re≥ 150, which was a higher Re than was
observed in the experimental results. The bottom face focusing
position first appeared as clouds of focusing positions and then
merged into a single stable focusing position. The area of the basin
of attraction increased with increasing Re, indicating the possibility
of finding a particle was larger at this focusing position. Last, for
the shift in the top face focusing, the simulation results suggest that
it started first with a transition from bottom corner focusing to
top face focusing. The focusing position near the bottom corner
continuously shifts up until it nearly reaches the center of the
sidewall face. This trend is very similar to the splitting and shift of
the top focusing position that is found in 90° triangular chan-
nels.32 Here, the symmetry is broken for the bottom corner, and
the shift of the focusing position is along the long sidewall only.
The shift of the focusing position along the bottom wall is sup-
pressed, therefore, no apparent splitting is observed. The basin of
attraction associated with the focusing position barely changes
while the focusing position is shifting. In the experimental
results, the focusing position from the side view shifted from
z/h = 0.27–0.34. The focusing position in the simulation changed
in the range of z/h = 0.20–0.34. While the exact values do not
match between experiments and simulations, the trend is precisely
captured.
The inertial focusing positions of the two different k values
(k = 0.24 and 0.45) showed large differences at small Re in Fig. 3.
We further investigated the details of the transition from small k to
large k when Re = 20 (Fig. 4). Three face focusing positions (two
top and one bottom) were observed in the experimental data when
k≤ 0.3 [Fig. 4(a)]. The peaks corresponding to the bottom face
focusing position (y/w∼0) were very broad in the top view;
however, they can be clearly observed in the side view. These
results agree with the simulation results. In case of small k, the
bottom face focusing positions appear as a cloud of focusing posi-
tions along the bottom face. The simulation results show that the
basin of attraction for the bottom face focusing became smaller
with increasing k and disappeared when k = 0.35. The experimental
results show a similar trend; the peak for the bottom focusing
became noticeably smaller at k = 0.38 and disappeared at k = 0.45
in the side view. The k value at which the bottom face focusing
position disappears does not exactly match in the experimental
results and the simulation results. However, both results clearly
show that the bottom face focusing position is stable at small k and
becomes destabilized with increasing k.
No top corner focusing position was observed in the experi-
ments with large k. However, the simulation results show that
top corner focusing appeared when k ≥ 0.4. Again, we think the
small size of the corresponding basin of attraction makes it diffi-
cult to observe in the experiments. The top face focusing position
shift observed in the experimental results was not only associated
with changes in Re but also with changes in k. The top face
focusing position shifted toward the bottom corner with increas-
ing k. The focusing positions are found near the bottom corner
at k ≥ 0.4.
Inertial focusing in 120° triangular channels
Inertial focusing was studied previously in a right triangular
channel.16,32 Here, we investigated inertial focusing in an obtuse
triangular channel with a wider apex angle of 120°. The trends of
the inertial focusing position changes, such as top focusing position
shifting and splitting, were almost identical to the trend found in
90° triangular channels. However, we found additional bottom
focusing splitting in a 120° triangular channel when k was small
and Re was high. Figure 5 shows the experimental and simulation
data of inertial focusing with k = 0.18 and (a, w, h) = (15 μm,
304 μm, 88 μm). Data for k = 0.25 and (a, w, h) = (20 μm, 304 μm,
88 μm) are shown in Fig. S7 in the supplementary material for
comparison. Experimental data for the top focusing positions and
bottom focusing positions were analyzed separately [Figs. 5(a)
and 5(b) and Fig. S7 in the supplementary material]. The particle
distributions are broad compared to other triangular channel cases,
and the bin size was chosen to be 5 μm. The locations of the parti-
cles on the different z axis could be easily distinguished by contrast
in the high-speed images of the particles [Fig. 5(b)]. We intention-
ally adjusted the focus of the microscope near the top focusing
positions, and the particles near the bottom of the channel went
out-of-focus, resulting in blurry and darker images.
We first observed the distributions of particles near the top
focusing positions for k = 0.18 [Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), left]. Two peaks
were observed and the distance between the peaks became larger
with increasing Re. When the particle size is relatively large
(k = 0.25), we found one peak at low Re, which splits into two
peaks (Fig. S7a in the supplementary material). Top corner focus-
ing is split into two face focusing, and face focusing positions shift
toward the side vertices of the triangle with increasing Re or
decreasing a/H. This focusing position splitting and shifting trend
is the same as the one observed in the 90° triangular channels.
Unexpected splitting of the bottom focusing position was
observed with the increase of Re [Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), right]; the
single peak became three peaks at Re = 80. The distance between
the peaks became larger with increasing Re, showing a focusing
position shift. The total number of focusing positions increased
from three to five with increasing Re at k = 0.18. The focusing posi-
tions in the cross section were confirmed from confocal microscopy
images [Fig. 5(c)]. Three focusing positions at Re = 36 become five
positions at Re = 107, and the distance between the top focusing
positions became larger at higher Re.
The simulation results show that the top corner focusing posi-
tion splits become two face focusing positions with increasing Re.
The focusing positions appeared as clouds of stable focusing
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positions with further increase of Re, and they were included in
several basins of attraction at Re = 200 [Fig. 5(d)]. A cloud of stable
points makes sense because the particle distribution is quite broad,
even though the bin size was 5 μm in the statistical distribution.
Although additional clouds of focusing positions at the bottom
corner were not observed in the experimental data, this could be
explained by the small basins of attraction for the bottom corner
focusing positions.
FIG. 4. Inertial focusing in 45° triangular channels with varying k at fixed Re (Re = 20). (a) The statistics of the particle positions measured from the top view and side
view (n = 1000). (b) The numerical simulations of the lift forces in half of the channel cross section.
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DISCUSSION
The numerical and experimental results show that the triangu-
lar channels exhibited interesting dependence on k, Re, and the
apex angle, which can allow precise control of the inertial focusing
positions. Figure 6 summarizes the results of the changes in inertial
focusing positions when k and Re were varied in 45°, 60°, 90°, and
120° triangular channels. We observed that the inertial focusing
positions shifted as Re increased at fixed k, and the focusing
pattern dramatically changed with different k. These focusing posi-
tion shifts and focusing pattern changes were found to be strongly
dependent on apex angles, as expected.
The top focusing positions generally shifted as Re increased
with fixed k. The 60° triangular channel did not exhibit focusing
position shift as expected. In the 45° triangular channel, the top
focusing positions shifted with increasing Re, and the bottom
focusing position stabilized and became observable experimentally
at large Re (>100). The shifting direction was perpendicular to and
away from the bottom wall. In the 120° triangular channel, the top
corner focusing position split, and the resulting points shifted with
increasing Re. The shifting direction was opposite to the 45° trian-
gular channels; the focusing position shifted along the sidewalls
and away from the apex.
The shifting of focusing positions along the channel face is a
unique feature of inertial focusing in the triangular channels.
Generally, inertial focusing of particles into equilibrium positions
occurs in two stages: (1) fast migration toward channel faces due to
the strong shear-gradient lift force and (2) slow migration toward
the center of the channel faces by the wall-effect lift forces parallel
to the channel faces. As an example, in a low-aspect-ratio rectangu-
lar channel, the wall-effect lift forces arising from the vertical side-
walls are symmetric and equilibrate at the centers of the horizontal
channel faces. Therefore, the change of focusing positions with
varying Re is limited to a small amount in the direction of shear
gradient, or toward the channel face, due to the different scaling of
the shear-gradient lift force and wall-effect lift force to Re. However,
the symmetry of the wall-effect lift force toward the center of the
channel faces is broken for top focusing positions in triangular chan-
nels. Along the sidewalls, the wall-effect lift force from the other side-
wall and bottom wall is the dominant force that determines the
location of the focusing position. As we explained in the previous
study,16,32 the scaling of the wall-effect lift force with Re is a function
of the distance from the channel wall; the wall-effect lift force
increases faster in the vicinity of the channel walls. Therefore, the
direction of the focusing position shift is reversed in the 45° triangu-
lar channel compared to the 90° and 120° triangular channels.
In 120° triangular channels, additional splitting and shifting of
the bottom focusing position were observed. A similar phenome-
non was observed in a rectangular channel; at Re > 100, the focus-
ing positions near the centers of the long channel faces can split
and shift toward the short channel face.19 This can be attributed to
splitting by the forces arising from the induced pressure difference,
known as the “Bernoulli-like effect.” The bottom focusing position
of the 120° triangular channels can be explained in the same way
because the flow velocity profile has a large similarity to the focus-
ing positions in a low-aspect-ratio rectangular channel.
The focusing pattern was found to show dramatic changes
depending on k. Relatively large particles are focused at the corner
focusing positions when the vertex angle is larger than, or equal to,
60°. The corner focusing position is an unusual focusing position
that is rarely observed in inertial microfluidics. The possible exis-
tence of corner focusing was only suggested by numerical data in
square channels. Chun and Ladd43 predicted that corner focusing
FIG. 5. Inertial focusing in 120° triangular channel with varying Re at k = 0.18.
(a) The statistics of the particle positions measured from the top view. Particle
positions near the top and bottom focusing positions were collected separately
(n = 300). (b) The changes in inertial focusing positions with varying Re
obtained from (a) and high-speed capture images of the corresponding peak
positions. (c) Confocal microscopy images showing representative particle
focusing positions of 3 and 5 focusing positions with Re = 36 and Re = 107 for
k = 0.18. (d) The numerical simulations of the lift forces and inertial focusing
positions in half of the channel cross section with varying Re.
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would be observed at high Re (Re > 100), and Prohm and Stark18
predicted that corner focusing exists at high k and low Re.
However, no corner focusing was observed up to very high Re.14
Like this case, corner focusing positions were observed as stable
equilibrium near all vertices, in addition to face focusing positions
when k was large and Re was low. With decreasing k or increasing
Re, the basins of attraction corresponding to corner focusing
became narrow, and face focusing positions became dominant. We
concluded that corner focusing can be formed near a vertex that is
larger than or equal to 60°, and the range of conditions for corner
focusing becomes wider as the angle increases. Accordingly, the
corner focusing position can be observed near the apex in 90° and
120° triangular channels and is maintained within the specific
range depending on the angle. This finding of corner focusing pro-
vides the clue to the mechanism of the splitting and the shifting of
the focusing positions in addition to the different scaling of the
wall-effect lift force and shear-gradient lift force with respect to Re.
Previously, the top corner focusing in a right triangular channel
was understood based on the similarity of the velocity profile
within a half circular channel or a low-aspect-ratio rectangular
channel. The experimental and simulation results in this study
show that the corner focusing position is a stable equilibrium posi-
tion that can be generally found at low Re conditions. As a conse-
quence, the splitting and shifting of the focusing position can be
understood as competition and transition of the dominant focusing
mode from corner focusing to face focusing.
The 45° triangular channel showed an inertial focusing ten-
dency similar to that of the high-aspect-ratio rectangular channel.
Particles were focused at two focusing positions near each sidewall,
and an additional bottom face focusing position was stabilized with
increasing Re at fixed k or decreasing k with fixed Re. This was also
observed in the rectangular channel; unstable focusing positions
near the short channel walls became stabilized as Re increased or k
decreased.1,19 This occurs because the increase in shear-gradient lift
force is relatively larger than the increase in wall-effect lift forces
along the centerline of the cross section.
CONCLUSION
We investigated inertial focusing in triangular channels with
various vertex angles (45°, 90°, 60°, and 120°). We mainly observed
the shifting of focusing positions with increasing Re at fixed k.
The focusing patterns were dependent on k. When the apex angle
was larger than or equal to 60°, corner focusing, in particular, was
observed, both experimentally and numerically. Equilateral triangu-
lar channels did not exhibit large changes except for a small range
of conditions. When k was large and Re was low, additional corner
focusing positions were formed near all corners. In the 90° and
120° triangular channels, the top focusing position splitted and
shifted along the sidewalls with increasing Re. The onset Re that
splitted the top focusing position was higher for a larger k. In addi-
tion, a 120° triangular channel showed splitting and shifting of the
bottom focusing positions toward the vertices on each side. The
transition of dominant focusing mode from the corner focusing at
low Re to face focusing at high Re provides a mechanistic explana-
tion of the top focusing position splitting and shifting.
In the 45° triangular channel, two top face focusing positions
became three face focusing positions with a new focusing position
appearing near the bottom wall (short face). The trend was similar
to that of a high-aspect-ratio rectangular channel. In addition,
the top focusing positions shifted toward the apex, which was the
opposite direction of the 90° and 120° triangular channels. The
changes in the focusing pattern and the focusing position shift
were found to depend on the angles. Therefore, adjusting the
angles was determined to be a method for controlling the direc-
tion and strength of lift forces. This suggests that the roles of
shear-gradient lift force and wall-effect lift force can be separately
understood. In addition, various focusing patterns provide new
guidelines for device designs for various applications. As new
fabrication methods enhance our ability to make arbitrary cross-
sectional shapes, a deeper understanding of cross section depen-
dent inertial focusing will become important.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See the supplementary material for the following topics.
Planing process (Fig. S1). Conditions for experimental and numeri-
cal investigations (Table S1). Definitions of various parameters and
observation directions (Fig. S2). Confocal microscopy images of
inertial focusing configuration changes for small and large k values
(Fig. S3). Naming of the focusing positions (Fig. S4). The statistics
of the particle position measured from the side view for the condi-
tion k = 0.45 at Re = 60, 80, and 100 (Fig. S5). The comparison of
original data and pair-particle elimination at k = 0.45 and Re = 20
in 45° triangular channel (Fig. S6). The statistics of the particle
positions measured from the top view at k = 0.25 in 120° triangular
channels (Fig. S7).
FIG. 6. The changes in the inertial focusing positions with k and Re in triangular channels with various apex angles. Black arrows indicate the direction of focusing position
shift with increasing Re. For a large k value (blue dotted circle), corner focusing was observed for large Re range. The schematic for 90° triangular channel is based on
the previous research (Ref. 32).
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